The inte nsi li es of the 7147 A Ar 'and 4806 A Ar fllin es obtained from wall·stabilized a rc s at pres· su res of 0.2 to 5 atm are presented in an Olsen· Richter diagram. Depa rtures from equilibrium a re e vi· dent at electron d e nsiti es below 5 X 10"; cm -". The assumption of equ ilibrium at highe r e lec l ron de nsiti es leads 10 tran siti on probabi liti es in fair agreement with life tim e meas urements.
Introduction
For the measurem e nt of optical tran ItlOn probabilties and the Stark widths and shifts of spec tral lin es in plasmas no spectral source has been as fruitful as the high current atmosp heric pressure stabilized arc. And of all the elements studied by this technique none has been more thoroughly worked over than argon. It is therefore a matte r of considerable concern that different plasma diagnosti c techniques lead to different transition probability values in argon arcs [1,2, 3J. I The two plasma diagnostic techniques which have been used to establish absolute scales for argon transition probabiliti es in arcs are various modifications of the FowlerMilne method [4] [5] [6] [7] and the hydrogen lin e shape method [2,8,9. 10j. The latter method leads to systematically larger transition probabilities: by a!:JOut 30 percent for Ar I lines and by nearly a factor of 2 for Ar II lines. Other independent determinations of these transition probabilities such as theoretical calculations and lifetime measurements generally tend to support the higher values for Ar I and the lower values for Ar II. Since these discrepancies may be symptomatic of nonequilibrium behavior of the arcs it is important to discover whether local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) is a characteristic of these experiments because if not , then the large amounts of atomic data being generated by the arc technique are of doubtful value.
lf we apply L TE validity criteria estimates [11, 12 ] to the usual experimental conditions existing in argon arc s, we find that for electron densities greater than 5 X 10 16 cm -:J or so we may expect all neutral and singly ionized populations to be within at most 10 percent of their LTE values. Unfortunately, this LTE thres hold estimation is uncertain by perhaps half an order of I Fi gures in brackets indi cate th e litera ture references al the end of this paper.
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magnitude because of the approximate nature of the theoretical arguments and the rough estimates of collision cross sections. Experim ental attempts to define the LTE threshold electron density have thus far not convincingly removed any of this uncertainty. Th e experimental values vary from 5 X 10 1 -1 (Bourasseau, et al.)
[13] to 10 18 cm -:J (Bober and Tankin) [6] with most of the measure ments suggesting values in the range from 2 X 10':; to 10 1H cm -: l [14] [15] [16] [17] . A recent detailed theoretical treatment of the argon arc by Uhlenbusch, Fischer, and Hackmann [18] is in ge neral accord with the Bober and Tankin value.
In this paper we present argon arc data which show distinct departures from LTE at elec tron den sities below 5 X 10 16 cm -:J and we discu ss briefly the evidence that LTE prevails at higher electron densities and the relationship of this problem to hydrogen line broadening theory and to argon lifeti me measurements.
Experimental Procedure
Our data consist of spectral intensity measurements of two well-isolated, optically thin argon lines. The measurements were performed side-on in wallstabilized arcs. The arc chamber for mo st of the experiments was of the watercooled copper disk type developed by Maecker [19] . Two channel diameters were used: 4.8 mm and 3.2 mm. One experiment was performed with a 4.8 mm internal diameter fused silica tube arc chamber similar in principle to that described by Knopp and Cambel [20] in which the arc is observed within a transparent constricting tube rather than in the open gap between two copper constrictors.
We show in figure lour measurements of the intensities of the spectral lines 7147 A Ar I and 4806 A Ar JI. At each of the five indicated pressures from 0.2 to 4.98 atm experiments were conducted at a number of arc currents. Under each operating condition the intensities of both spectral lines were recorded at a number of wavelengths encompassing the line and at generally 40 to 50 equally spaced points traversing the arc diameter. Following an Abel inversion to obtain local radial volume emission values the line intensities were computed as usual by s ubtract.ing the continuum, integrating over the line, and correcting for the distant line wings. Details of the data recording and reduction have been described previously [8] . The final result consists of corresponding pairs of intensities for the two spectral lines at a number of radial points for each arc experiment. These intensity pairs are plotted logarithmically in figure l.
In figure 2 we show curves representing the relationship between the populations of the upper states of these two lines which would exist in complete thermodynamic equilibrium at the five pressures of our experiments. As a matter of interest we have plotted also contours of constant electron density and constant temperature. These curves were computed in accordance with Griem's treatm e nt [11] of ionization potential lowering, partition function cut-off and pressure correction. Since the ratio of a line intensity to the upper state number density is a constant proportional to the transition probability and since on a logarithm ic scale s uch a constant represents a simple translation it should be possible to fit the curves of figure 2 to the data of figure 1 if the arc data were obtained under LTE conditions [5] . The curves in figure 1 show such a fitting applied to the data at the three highest pressures. The fitting was performed num erically by a generalized nonlinear leas t squares fitting technique 10 described by Wolberg l21J. The atomic transitIOn probabilities obtained this way are A(7147 Ar 1)= 5.57±0.02 X 105 S -1 and A(4806 Ar II)=7.86±0.10X 10 7 S -I. The borders of figure 2 have been selected according to these transition probabilities so as to permit superposition of figures 1 and 2 and estimation of electron density and temperature in the experimental data. Although the least squares fitting was based only on the three highest pressures it is clear that the 0.5 atm data also agree well with this choice of transition probabilities. The 0.2 atm data on the other hand are in serious disagreement with these transition probabilities and, in fact, the scatter of data clearly precludes any meaningful fitting at this pressure.
Our data include no corrections for self-absorption . . Based upon experimentally measured Stark broadening parameters [7, 22] and the continuum intensities and A values measured h ere we estimate that the maximum error introduced by self-absorption is less t.han 1 perce nt for th e 7147 A Ar I line in our highes t current , highest pressure experiment and about 1 percen t for the 4806 A Ar [J line in our highest te mperature atmospheric pressure ex periment.
By comparing an arc with a black body in which co m plete LTE exists one can recognize three essential differences which may cause departures from equilibrium. First, in the arc much of the radiation escapes so that LTE will be achieved only if radiative depopulation rates are negligible compared to rates of collisional population and de population. Second, in the arc steep temperature and number density gradients exist which may generate diffusional fluxes of such magnitude that collisional (and radiative) processes 4805 Rr I I tMI5SIDN FIGURE 
Argon are line intensity measurements in photons/(e m" s).
The curves are the family of equilibrium co nstan t pressure conto urs of figure 2 least squares fiued to th e 1.02, 1.98 and 4.98 atm data. Al so shown are con stant el ectron density and con stant temperature contours.
are unab le to maintain equilibrium distributions. And third, since electrons absorb energy from an electric field much more rapidly than ions do the kinetic temperature of the electron gas will be higher than that of the heavy particle gas which obtains its energy then mainly by collisions with the electrons. Since collisio·nal processes will be dominated by electron collisions it turns out that all of these effects should decrease rapidly in importance with increasing electron density [11, 12] . The importance of the second effect should also depend upon arc channel diameter and radial position in the arc.
The data of figure 1 span a range in electron density from 101(; to 5 X 10 17 cm -3 and we see from the fitting of the LTE curves that there is a transition from a condition where no reasonable fitting is possible at low electron densities to a condition where an entirely satisfactory fit can be made at higher electron densities. This behavior is in accord with the qualitative electron density dependence arguments above and the assumption that the arc is in LTE at the higher electron densities.
At each pressure the arc currents for the successive experiments were chosen to furnish considerable overlap between the data obtained near t he axis at one c urrent and that obtained from the outer regions of the next higher current experiment. At the three higher pressures and over much of the range of the 0.5 atm data there is no significant systematic radially de· pendent discrepancy in these overlap regions. The data obtained from experiments with the two different channel diameters also overlap considerably. In the 1 atm data, for example the overlap in the 4806.A Ar II in· tensity is two orders of magnitude with the large channel providing data from 101:; to 10 19 cm -: l S -1 and the small channel from 10 17 to 10 20 cm -3 S -I. The data show no evidence that the c hannel diameter influences the results at electron densities above 5 X 10 16 cm -:l. At lower electron densities we have only the large channel data and cannot make the comparison. Our results, then are not inconsistent with the equilibrium hypothesis at the higher electron densities. The data in figure 1 do not include any measurements beyond a maximum radial distance which usually lay between 1.5 and 2 mm. At that distance from the arc axis the 4806 A Ar II line intensity was generally about two orders of magnitude weaker than on axis and the remaining data were dominated by noise and scattered light.
The scatter of data in the lower left hand portion of figure 1 is caused by a dependence upon the radial point at which the measurement is made. This is shown in figure 3 where we have replotted the data from two typical experiments in this region. Data from the arc axis appear in the upper right of this figure and data from the outer regions appear at the lower left. It will be seen that the deviations from the LTE curves fitted at higher electron densities show a systematic radial behavior. At the arc center the data lie below or to the right of the curve whereas at large radii the data lie above or to the left of the curve. This behavior agrees qualitatively with that computed by Uhlenbusch [18] for a simple model in which the kinetic temperature of the heavy particles is allowed to be lower than that of the electrons, and the neutral atom ground state population is allowed to be larger than th e L TE value obtained from the electron temperature and from the free electron or excited s tate number d e nsities.
Using an exte nsion of th e Uhlenbusc h model in whi c h we also include ioni c ground state overpopulation s, we c an interpre t these data in term s of s mall de partures from LTE. For thi s purpose we modify th e us ual equilibrium e quation s for arc diagnos ti cs which relate pressures and te mperatures to the populations of th e excited states and electrons as follows:
Saha equation
Electrical neutrality
In these equations the s ubscript 0 d enotes a ne utral atom; subscript 1 de notes th e first ion; and higher ion s have bee n neglected for simplicity. Superscript 0 d enotes a ground state and other superscripts de note excited states. ne, me, and Te are the electron number de nsity, mass, and kin etic temperature. Xo is the effective ionization energy, i. e., th e ionization energy minus th e lowering caused by the plasma interactions. P is th e press ure and b.P is th e small pressure correc tion for plasma inte raction s. bo and bl a re meas ures of th e degree of atomic and ionic gro und state overpopulation.
Ty is th e heavy particle kin eti c t.e mperature. W e expec t that Tei::'; Ty, bo i::'; 1, and bl i::'; 1 with the equality sign c haracteri zin g th e equilibrium condition.
In ord e r to apply th ese equation s to th e data in fi gure 3 we introdu ce th e approximation 74 (6) and e quation s for th e lin e intensiti es T he c urv e is a least squares fitled p!Habola.
above and valu es of g a re give n in fi gure 4. The latter are in fair agreement with Sc hliiter's th eoreti cal es tima te [24] of g = 2.2 at 14000 K. The results of the calc ulation of b l and bo min at th e axis of th e two experiments shown in fi gure 3 are give n in table 1. Th e conclusion that , in th e 0.5 atm. are, for example, th e ne utral excited s tat.es are underpopulated by about a factor of 2 and the excited ionic s tates are furt.h er underpopulated by another factor of 2 is in qualitative agreement with the expected non-LTE be havior. 
Summary and Conclusions
With r es pect to the question of the exis tence of LTE, the presentation of arc s pectroscopic data in fi gure 1 can be interpre ted to a large exte nt independe ntly of any assumptions of specifi c transition probability values. Assuming only that the mechanis ms whi ch lead to d epartures from LTE beco me less effective as th e electron den sity in creases we can 75 co nclud e that th ere are sub stantial de partures from L TE in our low press ure argon arcs. Our hi gh press ure arcs are either s ubsta ntially in LTE or de p art from it in a mann e r whi c h consistently mimics LTE over a s urprisin gly wid e range of co nditions. Although one can ne ver expect to ob tain co mple te confirmation of thermodyr.ami c equilibrium we feel that th e prese nt study s tron gly s ugges ts that arcs in argon at electron de nsities above 5 X 10 16 em -3 are in LTE to within the few percent scatter of our data. Thi s conclusion is based primarily on the apparent disappearance at this electron de nsity of the obvious non-L TE effects of lower electron densiti es and the reasonable agreement of lifetime meas ure ments with the arc-measured transition probabilities whic h res ult from the assumption of LTE. The Ar II transition probability meas ured here [A(4806 Ar II) = 7.86 X 10 7 ] is in excellent agreement with the lifetime-based value (7.9 X 10 7 ) of Wiese's criti cal compilation [3] . The Ar I transition probability [A(7147 Ar I)=5.57 x 105 S-I] required to fit our intensity meas urem ents under the LTE assumption is smaller than that indic ated by any othe r technique. A comparison of life times for the upp er level of thi s line as meas ured directly [25 , 26] and as calc ulated from theory [27] [28] [29] and from this and other e mi ssion meas urements [30, 31] is shown in table 2. When allowance is made for the possibility of syste matic errors in the life tim e m ea sure me nts and in the arc meas ure me nts -both in th e absolute intensity measurements of th e present expe rime nts and in the branching ratio de termination -it is doubtful th a t the differ ences can be co nsid e red signifi cant. *Branchin g ratio tak en from arc meas uremen ts of rer. [32] Ma ny argon tran siti on probabiliti es have been extrac ted from experim e nts conducted with a trace of add ed hydrogen whic h permit s th e plas ma di agn os ti cs to be based on electron de nsities deriv ed from Hf3 lin e shape mea sure me nts. Th e res ultin g tran sition prob· abilities, es pecially for Ar lIlin es [8 , 33J, a re di scordant with , for example, the lifetim e based values of Wi ese's tabulation [3] . If the arcs are in LTE then s uch experi· me nts indicate that the correc t electron d e nsity is about 10 per cent greater than that obtained from th e Hf3 line shape meas urem e nt and th e th eore tical profiles of Kepple and Grie m [34] . This discrepa nc y is ro ughly equal to the estimated uncertainty of th e theore ti cal calculations [34, 35] . On th e other hand th e same kind of contrived departures from LTE whi c h would cre ate the illu sion of L TE in the data of fi gure 1 but with the wrong tran siti on probabilities would also lead to an appare nt constant fra ctional error in electron de nsity m eas ure me nt s. Again thi s possibility cann ot yet be de ni e d. Howev er , the fact that similar apparent errors in H{3'd erived electron de nsity meas ure ments have b een observed in many arc gases (hydrogen [36] , argon [37 , 38] , alcohol [39] ) te nd to s upport th e ass umption of arc LTE. ~.
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